
Middle School and Up

Wild about Wetlands
Design a wetland! Using basic materials, learn the importance of wetlands and consider
the countless ways in which they support healthy environments.

What will you learn?
● How wetlands work and why they’re important
● Observation skills
● Critical thinking

Materials:
● Tray or pan
● Sponge
● Clay
● Water
● Optional: soil

Instructions:
● Gather your materials!
● Place your modeling clay in approximately half of the tray, shaping it so it slopes

toward the bottom of the pan.
● Leave the other half of the tray empty. Your clay represents land, and the empty

portion of the tray represents a body of water.
● Pour or sprinkle water over the clay. What happens?

○ In this case, your water is acting as rain falling over the land.
● Now add a sponge, or pieces of sponge, at the base of your clay where the clay

meets the water.
○ This acts as your wetland.

● Pour water over the clay again. What happens this time?
● Ready to level up?:



○ Use your clay to create different shaped structures. Pour water over the clay
to observe the difference land structures make in waterflow.

○ Experiment with different sizes of sponge and run your experiment over
again.

○ Mix soil with water and replace your used sponge with a new one. Pour your
dirty water over your land and wetland. What happens?

Reflection Questions:
● What happens when you pour water over the clay without a sponge present?
● What happens when you pour water over the clay with a sponge/pieces of sponge in

place?
● What could happen if wetlands disappeared?
● How might we aid in wetland preservation?

Explanation:
Wetlands are defined as areas that are flooded by water permanently or seasonally. There are
a number of different types of wetlands, including swamps, fens, marshes and bogs, but they
all serve important functions for the ecosystems they support.

One of the primary functions of wetlands is to act as a sponge and control the flow of water in a
particular area. When you poured water over the clay before adding the sponge (wetland), the
water ran directly over the clay into the empty portion of the tray (the land) and pooled into a
small puddle. Without the support of the wetland, repeated exposure to excessive amounts of
water leads to flooding. This damages the structural integrity of the surrounding areas, dilutes
nutrients and ultimately degrades the complex relationship humans have with their overall
climate. Wetlands do a lot and are EXTREMELY important!

By adding your sponge, you can see very easily how a wetland absorbs water to regulate the
amount of water that flows into a particular waterway or lays on top of the land. This type of
regulation also contributes to an abundant buildup of nutrients and ultimately creates the ideal
ecosystem for the foundation of our food system.

Wetland preservation and restoration is key to the health of our water systems. Over half of the
original wetlands in the United States have been lost to development and agriculture and the
remaining wetlands are disappearing at an alarming rate! Without wetlands, the quality of our
water decreases, habitats for fish and other wildlife decrease and as does flood prevention.

People of all ages, and in all places, can take small steps to help preserve our wetlands! By
making choices to conserve water, reduce food waste, encourage recycling and more, you
contribute to a healthier environment where it is easier for wetlands to thrive.



More to Explore at the Library:
Wetlands are an integral part of ecosystems all over the world. Continue to learn more through
fun graphic novels and nonfiction titles like these listed below!

Guide created by Alexandria Abenshon.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28hicotea%3A%20a%20nightlights%20story%29%20a%3A%28alvarez%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28The%20wondrous%20workings%20of%20planet%20Earth%20%3A%20understanding%20our%20world%20and%20its%20ecosystems%29%20a%3A%28ignotofsky%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def

